
Breathe pure air

Custom tailored air filtration solutions
Electrostatic and mechanical individual and modular filters



We fit metal-cutting machine tools as well as 

metal processing, forming systems and devic-

es with our filters. Bristol solutions are also 

being used in building technology, clean room 

and industrial facility air filtering applications. 

We have an excellent reputation for our appli-

cation and industry specific implementations. 

Our individual filter solutions are efficient, 

cost effective and all come from a single 

source.

The results of your investment will be clean 

air, clear cost advantages and the effective 

protection of your employees.
Industrial facilities | Clean rooms

Grinding | Welding 

Forming | Chipping

Dust | Mist

Oil smoke | Oil mist | Oily emulsions

For numerous applications and industries. 
Cost effective and efficient filter solutions.

Initial set-up | Retrofitting
Machine tools

Systems | Devices

OEMs | SMEs

Automotive

Tool manufacturing



In our highly charged approach of making certain that the air in work 

environments is clean, we use electrostatic filtering technologies for 

optimum results. Bristol filters boast a vast performance spectrum and 

offer flexibility in both, design and installation.

Whether you need a solution for Swiss-type turning or for machining 

centres starting at air volumes of 300 m3/h or for industrial structures 

reaching 42000 m3/h and more – we will implement custom solutions for 

the optimum filtration of any type of mist, smoke, gas and debris particles 

in the air.

Turning polluted air into pure air. 
Bristol filter solutions.

The five-layer stainless steel pre-filter mesh 
captures small and large particles. 

The air intake. Connected directly to the debris 
source interface, e.g. a machine tool, the filter 
takes in the particle-contaminated air.

These particles are components found in the 
steam, mist or smoke generated during a 
machining process with and without cooling 
lubricant/oil during steps such as converting, 
grinding, etc. 

Low maintenance

Energy efficient

First, the airstream reaches the stainless steel 
baffle plate. It handles the initial separation 
process and produces larger particles. It also 
distributes the polluted air evenly within the filter. 

Cost effective



Improves quality and boosts productivity

Keeps work 
areas clean

The air we breathe in our work environments 

should be pure. Not only does an investment 

into a filter solution guarantee compliance 

with the permitted particle exposure levels, it 

also yields cost effectiveness benefits: re-

duced production resources costs, extended 

useful lives of cooling lubricants, increased 

process quality and gains in productivity 

thanks to the effective and efficient protection 

of your employees.

Protect your employees and cut costs.
Investments that pay off every time.

How our solutions filter polluted air: The 
ionizer charges the particles in the airstream 
with high voltage. These tiny debris and liquid 
particles are deposited on every second sepa-
ration plate in the collector, from where they 
drain into a specific direction and return to the 
upstream (soiled) and/or downstream (purified) 
side of the process cycle.

High separation efficacy 

Handles particles 
up to 0.1µm

After filter, fan, control unit and pure air 
outlet.  If fitted with optional HEPA filters, 
Bristol filters deliver air quality that meets 
clean room standards. 

Optionally, the fans can be adjusted infinitely, 
which makes them energy efficient.

Protects your 
employees



So what is the optimum solution? The one that 
does what it is supposed to do – all the time. 

Are the volumes to be filtered small or large? 

Are the pollutants in the air oil mist or welding 

smoke? How concentrated are the pollutants 

and how large are the particles? 

As experts, we know what the critical key 

factors are and provide you with intelligent 

homogeneous complete filtration solutions 

for polluted air. As a result, you can protect 

your staff’s health efficiently and cost effec-

B 1000 EF – the same functional principle of 
electrostatic air filtration that applies to this 
model also applies to our other models and 
product series. 

All individual and modular filters are designed 
to achieve consistently high levels of separation 
for particles up to 0.1 µm. 

tively. Individual filters, installed compactly on 

or right next to a machine, filter the air right 

at the source of contamination. For island 

solutions that service multiple machines or 

centralised systems, we use modular filters 

and flexible pipeline systems.

Bristol filter solutions can be easily integrated 

into existing ventilation concepts in compli-

ance with your corporate policies. 

Consistent pressure reduction means consistent 
streaming speeds – this is one of the superior features 
of electrostatic filters.

The installation is easy; the direction of the air stream/ 
the connection end is flexible.



Breathe pure air

Electrostatic air filters

Mechanical air filters

Complete solutions

Service

Bristol T&G International GmbH

Am Sägewerk 1 | D-91601 Dombühl

Telephone +49 (0)9868 9826-0 | Fax -26

info@bristolfilter.de

www.bristolfilter.de

A company of the 

Whatever you air filtration, project, implemen-

tation or service issue may be – Bristol will 

assist you and ships everything from a single 

source.

Contact us and ask for a quote for your specif-

ic solution. We are here for you. Any time you 

need us.

Consulting, support and services 
– we are here to assist you.
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